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LARGE CARDINALS NEED NOT BE LARGE IN HOD
YONG CHENG, SY-DAVID FRIEDMAN, AND JOEL DAVID HAMKINS
Abstract. We prove that large cardinals need not generally ex-
hibit their large cardinal nature in HOD. For example, a supercom-
pact cardinal κ need not be weakly compact in HOD, and there
can be a proper class of supercompact cardinals in V , none of them
weakly compact in HOD, with no supercompact cardinals in HOD.
Similar results hold for many other types of large cardinals, such
as measurable and strong cardinals.
1. Introduction
In this article, we shall prove that large cardinals need not generally
exhibit their large cardinal nature in HOD, the inner model of heredi-
tarily ordinal-definable sets, and there can be a divergence in strength
between the large cardinals of the ambient set-theoretic universe V and
those of HOD. Our general theme concerns the questions:
Question 1.
(1) To what extent must a large cardinal in V exhibit its large car-
dinal properties in HOD?
(2) To what extent does the existence of large cardinals in V imply
the existence of large cardinals in HOD?
For large cardinal concepts beyond the weakest notions, we prove,
the answers are generally negative. In Theorem 4, for example, we
construct a model with a supercompact cardinal that is not weakly
compact in HOD, and Theorem 9 extends this to a proper class of
supercompact cardinals, none of which is weakly compact in HOD,
thereby providing some strongly negative instances of (1). The same
model has a proper class of supercompact cardinals, but no supercom-
pact cardinals in HOD, providing a negative instance of (2). A natural
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strengthening of these situations would be a model with a proper class
of supercompact cardinals, but no weakly compact cardinals in HOD,
but such a situation is impossible for reasons we discuss in Section 4.
Conjecture 13 is an intriguing positive instance of (2) recently proposed
by W. Hugh Woodin, and many other natural possibilities remain as
open questions.
2. Large cardinals that are not weakly compact in HOD
Let us begin with an elementary case, showing that a measurable
cardinal κ need not be measurable in HOD. We shall subsequently
strengthen this in Theorem 4 to show that even a supercompact cardi-
nal need not be weakly compact in HOD.
Theorem 2. If κ is measurable, then there is a forcing extension in
which κ is measurable, but not measurable in HOD.
Proof. Suppose that κ is measurable in V , and assume without loss of
generality, by forcing if necessary [Jen74], that the GCH holds. Let P
be the Easton-support κ-iteration, which forces with Qγ = Add(γ, 1)
at every inaccessible cardinal γ < κ. Suppose that G ⊆ P is V -generic.
The forcing is κ-c.c. and preserves the inaccessibility of κ. There is no
forcing (yet) at stage κ.
We show first that κ is not measurable in V [G]. If it were measurable
there, then let j : V [G] → M be a normal ultrapower embedding. By
elementarity, we may decompose M = M [j(G)] as a forcing extension
of the ground modelM =
⋃
α j(Vα). Since κ is inaccessible inM , there
is nontrivial forcing at stage κ in j(P), and so j(G) = G ∗ g ∗ Gtail
for some M [G]-generic filter g for Add(κ, 1)M [G]. But since P (κ)V ⊆
M and P-names for subsets of κ are coded in Hκ+, it follows that
P (κ)V [G] ⊆ M [G]. In particular, it must be that g ∈ M [G], contrary
to the assumption that g is M [G]-generic.
Next, we perform additional forcing over V [G]. Let R be the set-
support product forcing to code P (κ)V [G] into the GCH or ♦∗λ patterns
(see Appendix) at regular cardinals above κ++, with ≤κ-closed forcing
also preserving P (P (κ)). Suppose that H ⊆ R is V [G]-generic, and
then lastly let g ⊆ κ be V [G][H ]-generic for Add(κ, 1), which is the
same in V [G][H ] as in V [G]. Our final model is V [G][H ][g].
We claim that κ is not measurable in HODV [G][H][g]. To see this, note
first that because κ is not measurable in V [G] andH preserves P (P (κ)),
it follows that κ is not measurable in V [G][H ]. Next, observe that
since P (κ)V [G], which is the same as P (κ)V [G][H], is explicitly coded in
V [G][H ] and this coding is preserved by the subsequent forcing to add g
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(using Lemma 19 in the case of ♦∗ coding), it follows that P (κ)V [G][H] ⊆
HODV [G][H][g]. Meanwhile, since Add(κ, 1) is weakly homogeneous (see
appendix for definition), it follows by Lemma 16 that HODV [G][H][g] ⊆
V [G][H ]. So HODV [G][H][g] and V [G][H ] agree on P (κ), but there is
no measure on κ in V [G][H ], and consequently there can be none in
HODV [G][H][g], because this model is contained in V [G][H ].
Meanwhile, κ is measurable in V [G][H ][g]. The standard master-
condition lifting arguments show that κ remains measurable in V [G][g],
and this will be preserved to V [G][g][H ] = V [G][H ][g]. Specifically, fix
a normal ultrapower embedding j : V → M , and consider the forcing
j(P), which factors as P∗Qκ∗Ptail. Using 2
κ = κ+, one may construct an
M [G][g]-generic filter Gtail ⊆ Ptail and lift the embedding to j : V [G]→
M [j(G)] with j(G) = G ∗ g ∗ Gtail. Using g as a master condition
in j(Qκ), one similarly constructs an M [j(G)]-generic filter j(g) ⊆
j(Qκ) and lifts the embedding fully to j : V [G][g] → M [j(G)][j(g)],
witnessing that κ is measurable in V [G][g]. Next, since R is ≤κ-closed
and Add(κ, 1) is κ+-c.c. in V [G], it follows by Lemma 17 that R remains
≤κ-distributive in V [G][g]. Thus, the forcing to add H over V [G][g]
adds no new subsets of κ not already in V [G][g], and so κ remains
measurable in V [G][g][H ], which is the same as V [G][H ][g], as desired.
We have therefore produced a model V [G][H ][g] in which κ is mea-
surable, but not measurable in HOD, as desired. 
In fact, we could easily have coded much more of V [G] than just
P (κ). We could have coded some large Vθ[G], for example, or indeed,
we could let R be the proper class ≤κ-closed forcing to code all the sets
of V [G] into the GCH or ♦∗ patterns, with the result by homogeneity
that HODV [G][H][g] = V [G], where κ is not measurable, though it is
measurable in V [G][H ][g] as above. Meanwhile, let us now modify the
proof in order to provide a stronger result:
Theorem 3. If κ is a measurable cardinal, then there is a forcing
extension in which κ remains measurable, but is not weakly compact in
HOD.
Proof. Suppose that κ is a measurable cardinal in V . By prepara-
tory forcing, if necessary, we may assume that the measurability of κ
is indestructible by Add(κ, 1). (This can be accomplished, for exam-
ple, by first forcing 2κ = κ+ and then performing the Easton-support
iteration that adds a Cohen subset to every inaccessible cardinal up
to and including κ; alternatively, one can use the lottery preparation
[Ham00].) Consider now the forcing Add(κ, 1) to add a Cohen subset
to κ, and suppose that g ⊆ κ is the resulting V -generic Cohen subset.
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By Lemma 15, the forcing Add(κ, 1) may be factored as a two-step
forcing iteration SS ∗ T˙ , where the first step SS is the forcing to add
a weakly homogeneous κ-Suslin tree T and the second step T˙ simply
forces with that tree, adding a branch through it. In our case, we
may factor the extension V [g] as V [T ][b], where g ∼= T ∗ b, first adding
the weakly homogeneous κ-Suslin tree T and then adding a branch b
through T . Since T is a κ-Suslin tree in V [T ], it follows that κ is not
weakly compact there.
In V [T ], the tree T has size κ and so there is some set E ⊆ κ that
codes T in some canonical way. Let R be the Easton product forcing
in V [T ] that codes E into the GCH or ♦∗λ patterns on the next κ many
regular cardinals above κ. Suppose that H ⊆ R is V [T ]-generic. This
is equivalent to assuming H is V [g]-generic, since T is still κ-Suslin in
V [T ][H ], and so b is V [T ][H ]-generic (as any cofinal branch through a
Suslin tree is), making b and H mutually V [T ]-generic. Thus, because
R × T ∼= T × R in V [T ], we may view our final model as any of the
three forcing iterations V [T ][H ][b] = V [T ][b][H ] = V [g][H ].
By our indestructibility assumption on κ, it follows that κ is measur-
able in V [g], and the forcing R is ≤κ-closed in V [T ] and consequently
remains ≤κ-distributive in V [g] by Lemma 17. Since R does not add
new subsets to κ, it follows that κ remains measurable in V [g][H ].
But consider now HODV [g][H], which is the same as HODV [T ][H][b].
Since R forces to code T explicitly into the GCH or ♦∗ pattern, we
know that T ∈ HODV [g][H]. Meanwhile, since T is weakly homoge-
neous in V [T ], it remains so in V [T ][H ] because the automorphisms are
still there, and consequently HODV [g][H] = HODV [T ][H][b] ⊆ V [T ][H ] by
Lemma 16. Since T is a κ-Suslin tree in V [T ] and hence in V [T ][H ], as
this model has the same subsets of κ as V [T ], it follows that HODV [g][H]
can have no branch through T , and so κ does not have the tree prop-
erty in HODV [g][H]. Thus, κ is not weakly compact in HODV [g][H], while
it is measurable in V [g][H ], as desired. 
This argument generalizes to other large cardinals that can be made
indestructible by Add(κ, 1) (or even merely resurrectible after this forc-
ing) and the coding forcing, allowing us to increase the gap in strength
between the property exhibited by the large cardinal and the property
it exhibits in HOD. Let us illustrate in the case of a supercompact
cardinal.
Theorem 4. If κ is a supercompact cardinal, then there is a forcing
extension in which κ remains supercompact, but is not weakly compact
in HOD.
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Proof. Suppose that κ is a supercompact cardinal. By preparatory
forcing, if necessary, we may assume without loss of generality that
the supercompactness of κ is indestructible by <κ-directed forcing over
V . We now force over V to add a V -generic Cohen set g ⊆ κ. As
above, we may factor this forcing as Add(κ, 1) ∼= SS ∗ T˙ , first adding a
weakly homogeneous κ-Suslin tree and then forcing with the tree. So
the extension V [g] can be viewed as V [T ][b], where T is the generic
κ-Suslin tree that is added and b is the V [T ]-generic branch through T .
Let R be the forcing in V [T ] to code (a code for) T into the GCH or ♦∗λ
patterns on the next κ many regular cardinals above κ. Suppose that
H ⊆ R is V [T ]-generic, which as before is equivalent to assuming that
H is V [g]-generic. We may view the extension V [g][H ] as V [T ][H ][b].
Since R is <κ-directed closed in V [T ], it is also <κ-directed closed in
V [g], since any subset of R of size less than κ in V [g] is in V [T ].
Altogether, therefore, the forcing Add(κ, 1) ∗ R is <κ-directed closed
in V , and so our indestructibility assumption on κ ensures that κ is
supercompact in V [g][H ].
Meanwhile, we claim that κ is not weakly compact in HODV [g][H].
The tree T is in HODV [g][H], since we explicitly forced to encode it. But
since V [g][H ] = V [T ][H ][b] and T is weakly homogeneous in V [T ] and
hence in V [T ][H ], it follows by Lemma 16 that HODV [g][H] ⊆ V [T ][H ].
Since the forcing to add H adds no new subsets of T , it follows that T
has no cofinal branches in V [T ][H ] and hence none in HODV [g][H], and
so the tree property fails for κ there, which means that κ is not weakly
compact in HODV [g][H], as desired. 
Let us now provide with Theorem 5 a general template for the
method, allowing us to extend the phenomenon to many other large
cardinals. For this purpose, define that a property φ(κ) is coding com-
patible, if after forcing to add a Cohen subset g ⊆ κ, then for any
particular E ⊆ κ in V [g] there is some further forcing RE ∈ V [E],
such that (i) forcing with RE over V [E] does not add subsets to κ; (ii)
forcing with RE over V [g] makes E ordinal definable; and (iii) forcing
with RE over V [g] forces φ(κ). It will turn out that many large cardinal
properties can be made coding compatible.
Theorem 5. Suppose that the property φ(κ) is coding compatible. Then
there is a forcing extension V [g][H ] in which φ(κ) holds, but κ is not
weakly compact in HODV [g][H].
Proof. Force with Add(κ, 1) to add a V -generic Cohen subset g ⊆ κ.
By Lemma 15, we may decompose Add(κ, 1) as SS∗T˙ and view V [g] =
V [T ][b], where T is a weakly homogeneous κ-Suslin tree in V [T ] and
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b ⊆ T is a branch through it. In V [T ], let E ⊆ κ code T in some
absolute canonical manner. Since φ(κ) is coding compatible, there is a
forcing notion RE ∈ V [T ], not adding subsets to κ over V [T ], such that
if H ⊆ RE is V [g]-generic, then φ(κ) holds in V [g][H ] and E is ordinal
definable there. So we have T ∈ HODV [g][H], since we made E ordinal
definable. Since V [g][H ] = V [T ][H ][b] and T is weakly homogeneous
in V [T ][H ], it follows that HODV [g][H] ⊆ V [T ][H ], and since H does
not add subsets to κ over V [T ], it follows that T still has no cofinal
branches in V [T ][H ], and hence none in HODV [g][H]. Thus, κ is not
weakly compact in HODV [g][H]. 
One could relax the template of Theorem 5 to allow the additional
forcing RE after Add(κ, 1) to add subsets to κ, provided that it was
weakly homogeneous in V [E]. The point would be in this case that if
H ⊆ RE is V [g]-generic, then we view V [g][H ] as V [T ][H ][b], and the
last two steps of forcing H×b ⊆ RE×T is weakly homogeneous in V [T ],
which means HODV [g][H] ⊆ V [T ], where T has no cofinal branches.
The utility of Theorem 5 is revealed in Observation 6 and Corollary 7.
For this purpose, define that a property φ(κ) is locally verifiable, if
φ(κ) ⇔ ∃θ Hθ |= ψ(κ), for some assertion ψ. We say φ is local, if
both φ and its negation ¬φ are locally verifiable. It is an excellent
exercise to check that the locally verifiable properties are precisely the
Σ2-definable properties in set theory (see [Ham14]), and consequently
the local properties are the ∆2 properties, with large cardinal examples
including measurability, superstrongness, almost hugeness and many
others listed in Corollary 7.
Observation 6.
(1) Any locally verifiable property that holds in a forcing extension
V [g][h], where g ⊆ κ is a V -generic Cohen subset of κ and h is
additional (possibly trivial) forcing not adding subsets to κ, is
coding compatible.
(2) Any property that is indestructible by <κ-directed closed forcing
is coding compatible.
Proof. If a locally verifiable property φ(κ) holds in V [g][h], where g ⊆ κ
is a Cohen subset of κ and h ⊆ Q is further forcing not adding subsets
to κ, then φ(κ) is witnessed in some H
V [g][h]
θ . For any E ⊆ κ in V [g],
therefore, we may simply force over V [g][h] to code E into the GCH or
♦∗ pattern above θ, which will make E definable while preserving Hθ
and hence φ(κ), thereby showing that φ(κ) was coding compatible in
V . And if φ(κ) is indestructible by <κ-directed closed forcing, then it
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will be preserved by the forcing to add g ⊆ κ and then code E above
κ. 
One doesn’t need full indestructibility, of course, but rather only that
the property is preserved after adding the Cohen set and the coding
forcing (plus, if necessary, the additional forcing not adding subsets to
κ). For example, any measurable cardinal κ can be made indestruc-
tible by Add(κ, 1) followed by any further ≤κ-distributive forcing. This
perspective unifies the local case of Observation 6 with the indestruc-
tibility case.
Corollary 7. Suppose that κ has any of the following large cardinal
properties
Local: weakly compact, indescribable, totally indescribable,
Ramsey, strongly Ramsey, measurable, θ-tall, θ-strong,
Woodin, θ-supercompact, superstrong, n-superstrong,
ω-superstrong, λ-extendible, almost huge, huge, n-
huge, rank-into-rank (I0, I1 and I3);
Global: unfoldable, strongly unfoldable, tall, strong, super-
compact, superhuge, and many others.
Then there is a forcing extension in which κ continues to have the
property, but is not weakly compact in HOD.
Proof. The point is that each of these large cardinal properties can be
made coding compatible. In the case of the local properties, standard
arguments in the literature show how these large cardinals are preserved
by suitable Easton-support iterations of Cohen forcing, forcing to add
a Cohen subset, for example, at every regular cardinal stage; this is
essentially the canonical forcing of the GCH. (For the superstrong,
extendible and rank-into-rank cases, the reader may find it helpful to
consult [DF14, Fri06, Tsa13, Ham01].) If κ has any of these local
properties, and V [G] is the forcing extension up to stage κ, then after
forcing to add g ⊆ κ at stage κ and possibly additional forcing g∗ ⊆
Q∗—in the case of superstrong, almost huge and others one must force
with the rest of the iteration above κ—then κ retains the large cardinal
property in V [G][g][g∗], and so by Observation 6, the property was
made coding compatible in V [G]. Consequently, these instances of the
corollary follow from Theorem 5.
For the global properties, as mentioned before the statement of the
corollary, one needs to have the large cardinal property after forcing
with Add(κ, 1) and the coding forcing for a specific E ⊆ κ (plus, if
this helps, additional forcing not adding subsets to κ). Results in the
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literature establish the required degree of indestructibility(see variously
[Lav78, GS89, Ham00, HJ10, Ham09, GJ, Cod13, Ham]). 
Although our method is flexible, it does not apply to all large car-
dinals, and there are several cases left open. For example, can there
be an extendible cardinal, which is not extendible in HOD? (Or not
measurable in HOD? Not weakly compact in HOD?) The method also
does not apply to those large cardinals, such as the strongly compact
cardinals, which lack a robust forcing-preservation theory (although of
course the case of supercompactness in Corollary 7 provides a strongly
compact cardinal that is not weakly compact in HOD). See Section 4
for these and other open questions.
3. Proper class of large cardinals, not large in HOD
We should like now to extend the phenomenon to have a proper class
of various kinds of large cardinals, which are not large in HOD, and
furthermore such that there are no such large cardinals in HOD. Let
us begin with the case of measurable cardinals.
Theorem 8. There is a class forcing notion P forcing that
(1) All measurable cardinals of the ground model are preserved and
no new measurable cardinals are created.
(2) There are no measurable cardinals in the HOD of the extension.
(3) The measurable cardinals of the extension are not weakly com-
pact in the HOD of the extension.
One may also ensure that the GCH holds in the extension and its HOD.
Proof. In the interesting case, there are many measurable cardinals in
the ground model V . Let V = V [F ] be the extension arising from the
forcing mentioned in the proof of Lemma 20, so that the GCH holds
at every inaccessible cardinal in V and every set of ordinals of V is
coded into the GCH or ♦∗ patterns at, say, the triple successors δ+++
of the i-fixed points δ = iδ, and furthermore that every measurable
cardinal κ is indestructible by forcing over V with Add(κ, 1). Now, in
V , for each measurable cardinal κ, consider the forcing Add(κ, 1)∗R˙(κ),
where as previously we factor Add(κ, 1) into two steps SSκ ∗ T˙κ, which
first adds a homogeneous κ-Suslin tree Tκ and then forces with it,
and then R˙(κ) is the forcing in V [Tκ] that codes the tree Tκ into the
GCH or ♦∗ patterns at the next κ many regular cardinals above κ,
starting above κ+++. Thus, Add(κ, 1) ∗ R˙(κ) ∼= SSκ ∗ (R˙(κ)×˙T˙κ).
Let P = Πκ(Add(κ, 1) ∗ R˙(κ)) be the Easton-support product of these
forcing notions, taken over all measurable cardinals κ, and let G ⊆ P
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be V -generic. Our final model is V [G], which we shall now argue is as
desired.
First, we claim that every measurable cardinal κ is preserved to
V [G]. Since the forcing above κ is ≤κ-closed, and the forcing R(κ) is
≤κ-distributive after adding the Cohen subset to κ, it suffices to argue
that κ is measurable in the extension V [Gκ][gκ], where Gκ performs the
forcing at measurable cardinals below κ and gκ ⊆ κ is the Cohen subset
of κ added by Add(κ, 1) on coordinate κ. By our indestructibility
assumption on κ in V , we know that κ remains measurable in V1 =
V [gκ], and so it suffices to argue merely that the forcing Pκ preserves the
measurability of κ, forcing over V1. And this can be done in the style
of the Kunen-Paris theorem. Namely, fix in V1 any normal ultrapower
embedding j : V1 → M for which κ is not measurable in M , and
consider j(Pκ) = Pκ × Pκ,j(κ), where Pκ,j(κ) is the rest of the product
forcing from stage κ up to j(κ) in M . Since κ is not measurable in M ,
there is no forcing at coordinate κ, and so Pκ,j(κ) is ≤κ-closed in M .
Since Mκ ⊆M in V1 and Pκ,j(κ) has |j(2
κ)|V1 = κ+ many dense subsets
in M , we may construct by diagonalization in V1 an M-generic filter
Gκ,j(κ) ⊆ Pκ,j(κ). It follows that Gκ × Gκ,j(κ) ⊆ j(Pκ) is M-generic,
and so we may lift the embedding to j : V1[Gκ] → M [j(Gκ)], where
j(Gκ) = Gκ×Gκ,j(κ), thereby witnessing that κ is measurable in V1[Gκ]
and hence also in V [G], as desired.
Next, since V = V [F ], where we had forced over the original ground
model V with F ⊆ P¯ of Lemma 20, then the combined forcing P¯ ∗ P
admits a closure point in the sense of [Ham03], and so by the main
theorem of [Ham03] therefore creates no new measurable cardinals. In
particular, the three models V ⊆ V ⊆ V [G] have the same measurable
cardinals. The same reasoning shows that the large cardinals in V [~T ],
where ~T is the sequence of Suslin trees Tκ added by SSκ at coordinate
κ, are also large in V .
We claim that HODV [G] has no measurable cardinals. To see this, we
argue that HODV [G] = V [~T ]. The forward inclusion is a consequence
of the fact that Πκ(R(κ) × Tκ) is weakly homogeneous in V [~T ], since
the coding forcing is weakly homogeneous and the trees themselves are
weakly homogeneous, and so HODV [G] ⊆ V [~T ] by Lemma 16. Con-
versely, note that the coding performed by F at the triple successors
of the i-fixed points is preserved to V [G], since the forcing to add G
does not interfere with that coding and furthermore all i-fixed points
are preserved from V to V [G]. It follows that every set of ordinals in
V is coded into the GCH or ♦∗ pattern on such cardinals in V [G], and
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this implies V ⊆ HODV [G]. Further, the trees Tκ themselves are coded
into the GCH or ♦∗ pattern on the next κ-many regular cardinals of
V [G], and so ~T is definable in V [G]. Thus, V [~T ] ⊆ HODV [G], and we
conclude HODV [G] = V [~T ].
So we shall show that there are no measurable cardinals in V [~T ].
Suppose that κ is a measurable cardinal in V [~T ]. By our remark two
paragraphs above, it follows that κ was measurable in V and therefore
is one of the coordinates at which forcing is performed. In particular,
at stage κ we added the κ-Suslin tree Tκ, which is Suslin in V [Tκ].
The forcing above κ cannot affect whether Tκ is κ-Suslin, since it adds
no new subsets to κ. The forcing Πδ<κSSδ that adds the trees Tδ
at measurable cardinals δ < κ is productively κ-c.c. (meaning it re-
mains κ-c.c. in the forcing extension), and such forcing cannot add a
κ-branch through a κ-Suslin tree. Thus, the tree property fails for κ
in V [~T ] and in particular, κ is not weakly compact there. So there
are no measurable cardinals in V [~T ], and consequently no measurable
cardinals in HODV [G], establishing statement (2). Furthermore, the
measurable cardinals of V [G] are the same as the measurable cardinals
of V , which are not weakly compact in V [~T ] = HODV [G], establishing
statement (3).
Finally, to achieve the GCH in the extension V [G] and its HOD,
one should start in a model of GCH and use exclusively the ♦∗ coding,
rather than the GCH coding. 
Theorem 9. There is a class forcing notion P forcing that
(1) All supercompact cardinals of the ground model are preserved
and no new supercompact cardinals are created.
(2) There are no supercompact cardinals in the HOD of the exten-
sion.
(3) The supercompact cardinals of the extension are not weakly com-
pact in the HOD of the extension.
One may also ensure that the GCH holds in the extension and its HOD.
Proof. We simply modify the proof of Theorem 8 for the supercompact
context. In the interesting case, the ground model V has many super-
compact cardinals. We may assume without loss that they have all been
made Laver indestructible, by forcing with the global Laver preparation
(or if the GCH is desired, we may assume that they are all indestruc-
tible by GCH-preserving directed closed forcing, as in [Ham98]). When
there is a proper class of supercompact cardinals, this implies outright
by Observation 21 that every set of ordinals in V is coded explicitly
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into the GCH pattern (and the same idea applies also to the ♦∗ pattern
when GCH is desired), at whichever type of coding cardinals we might
prefer. If the supercompact cardinals are bounded, then we may sim-
ply perform additional coding forcing above the bound to ensure that
every set is coded in this way as desired. Let P be the Easton-support
product Πκ(Add(κ, 1) ∗ R˙(κ)) as in Theorem 8, but now with forcing
only at coordinates κ that are fully supercompact. The indestructibil-
ity of κ in V ensures that the forcing Pκ at coordinates κ and above
preserves the supercompactness of κ to V [Gκ], and so we must prove
only that Pκ preserves the supercompactness of κ. If κ is not a limit
of supercompact cardinals, then this product is small relative to κ and
therefore preserves the supercompactness of κ. For the remaining case,
assume that κ is a supercompact limit of supercompact cardinals. Since
the SCH holds above any supercompact cardinal, we may fix a large
strong limit cardinal θ with 2θ = θ+ and with cofinality above κ, so that
θ<κ = θ, and let j : V [Gκ] → M be a θ-supercompactness embedding
in V [Gκ], for which κ is not θ-supercompact inM . It follows that there
are no supercompact cardinals in M in the interval [κ, θ], and so j(Pκ)
has no forcing at coordinates in the interval [κ, θ]. So j(Pκ) factors as
Pκ × Pκ,j(κ), but the second factor is ≤θ-closed in M and has size j(κ).
Since Mθ ⊆ M in V [Gκ] and furthermore |j(κ)|V [G
κ] = θ+, it follows
that in V [Gκ] we may construct anM-generic filter G∗ ⊆ Pκ,j(κ), and so
when this filter is combined withGκ ⊆ Pκ, we may lift the embedding to
j : V [Gκ][Gκ]→M [j(Gκ)], where j(Gκ) = Gκ×G
∗. This lifted embed-
ding witnesses that κ remains θ-supercompact in V [Gκ][Gκ] = V [G], as
desired. Meanwhile, we may argue as in the proof of Theorem 8 that
HODV [G] = V [~T ], which is a model in which no supercompact cardinal
κ of V and hence of V [G] is weakly compact. And further, no new
supercompact cardinals are created in V [~T ], and so HODV [G] has no
supercompact cardinals at all. 
An essentially similar argument works with strong cardinals; we omit
the proof.
Theorem 10. There is a class forcing notion P forcing that
(1) All strong cardinals of the ground model are preserved and no
new strong cardinals are created.
(2) There are no strong cardinals in the HOD of the extension.
(3) The strong cardinals of the extension are not weakly compact in
the HOD of the extension.
One may also ensure that the GCH holds in the extension and its HOD.
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Indeed, the method works with many other kinds of large cardinals,
including strongly unfoldable cardinals, strongly Ramsey cardinals, tall
cardinals and many others, which we invite the reader to check. Let
us consider the case of weakly compact cardinals.
Theorem 11. There is a class forcing notion P, preserving all weakly
compact cardinals, creating no new weakly compact cardinals, and forc-
ing that there are no weakly compact cardinals in the HOD of the ex-
tension. One may also ensure that the GCH holds in the extension and
its HOD.
Proof. Once again, in the interesting case there will be many weakly
compact cardinals in V . As in Theorem 8, we force to V = V [F ] in
such a way that preserves all weakly compact cardinals and creates no
new weakly compact cardinals, such that every set of ordinals in V
is coded into the GCH or ♦∗ patterns at the triple successors of the
i-fixed points, and such that every weakly compact cardinal κ of V
is indestructible by further forcing with Add(κ, 1). Next, let P be the
Easton-support product Πκ(Add(κ, 1) ∗ R˙(κ)), taken over all weakly
compact cardinals κ, where R˙(κ) is as before the forcing to code the κ-
Suslin tree added by the first factor into the GCH or ♦∗ patterns at the
next κ many regular cardinals above κ, starting above κ+++ (one could
alternatively perform forcing at every inaccessible cardinal). Suppose
that G ⊆ P is V -generic and consider the extension V [G], our final
model. One may see that every weakly compact cardinal of V is pre-
served to V [G], using the same argument as in the case of measurable
cardinals in Theorem 8, namely, if κ is weakly compact in V , then it suf-
fices to argue that κ is weakly compact in V [Gκ][gκ]. The forcing to add
the Cohen set gκ preserves weak compactness by the indestructibility
assumption on V , and one may lift any weak compactness embedding
j : M → N of V [gκ] to j : M [Gκ] → N [j(Gκ)] by diagonalizing to
produce Gκ,j(κ) as in the measurable case (this works whether or not
there is forcing at stage κ in j(Pκ), and one does not need GCH at κ
here in the weakly compact case). Thus, all weakly compact cardinals
of V are preserved to V [G]. No new weakly compact cardinals are
created in V [G] (or in V [~T ]) by the main result of [Ham03]. Finally,
HODV [G] = V [~T ] for the same reasons as in the previous cases, and
this is a model having no weakly compact cardinals, for the reasons
explained in the earlier cases. 
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4. Questions and Limitations
There are numerous natural questions left open by the results of this
paper. Several large cardinal notions, such as the extendible cardinals,
are missing from Corollary 7. Furthermore, although in Section 3 we
arranged models with a proper class of large cardinals of a particular
type, with none of that type in HOD, what we did not arrange is that
HOD had no large cardinals of smaller type.
For example, those results did not provide a model with a measur-
able cardinal, but no weakly compact cardinal in HOD. Such a situ-
ation, however, is impossible. Specifically, Philip Welch pointed out
that if kappa is an ω-Erdo˝s cardinal in V , then it is ω-Erdo˝s in any
inner model (by an absoluteness argument), and therefore there are
also weakly compact cardinals below κ in any inner model. Similarly,
if α is countable in HOD and there is an α-Erdo˝s cardinal in V , then
there is one in HOD by the same absoluteness argument. A similar
observation about α-Erdo˝s cardinals was made in [Fri02, p. 3]. In the
same vein, Gitik and Hamkins [GH] proved that if κ is a measurable
cardinal, then for any transitive inner model W , including W = HOD,
the set of cardinals below κ that are weakly compact, ineffable, and
even superstrongly <κ-unfoldable has normal measure one in V ; in-
deed, if κ is merely subtle, then the set of cardinals below κ that are
superstrongly <κ-unfoldable in W is stationary in V and hence also in
W .
Meanwhile, many other instances remain open.
Question 12. Can there be a strong cardinal, or a proper class of
strong cardinals, but no measurable cardinal in HOD? Can there be an
extendible cardinal which is not weakly compact in HOD? Can there be
a proper class of extendible cardinals, but no supercompact cardinal in
HOD? Can there be a supercompact cardinal, which is strongly compact
but not supercompact in HOD?
There are infinitely many variations of these questions. In the super-
compact cardinal context, W. Hugh Woodin has announced in email
correspondence with the first and third authors the following remark-
able implication, for which he has sketched a proposed proof making
use of the HOD dichotomy theorem of [Woo10].
Conjecture 13 (Woodin). If there is a supercompact cardinal, then
there is a measurable cardinal in HOD.
This result would provide a general limitation on the phenomenon
we have been exploring in this paper, and one may view Question 12
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as asking whether or not there are analogues of Woodin’s conjecture
at large cardinals below supercompact.
The theme of this paper has been to show that there can be cardinals
that are large in V , but small in HOD. A dual theme would be to ask
for cardinals that are large in HOD, but small in V . On this note, Cum-
mings, Friedman and Golshani [CFG, thm 1.1] proved that α+ can be
greater than (α+)HOD for all cardinals α below a measurable cardinal,
and this can happen for a club of cardinals α below a supercompact
cardinal. They have conjectured that α+ can be measurable in HOD
for club-many cardinals α below a supercompact cardinal. In email
correspondence, Woodin has conjectured that “club-many” cannot be
replaced by “all”, even with “measurable” replaced by “inaccessible”.
It is also natural to broaden the theme of this paper beyond HOD
and definability altogether, by asking whether the results extend to
other natural inner models and extensions. Consider, for example, the
stable core S of [Fri12]. As V is generic over S, one might expect results
for the stable core similar to those we have obtained for HOD. This
would present new challenges, however, as it is far more difficult to
code a set into the stable core than it is to make it ordinal-definable.
Meanwhile, we also consider the questions for ground models or inner
models generally:
Question 14. Can there be a supercompact cardinal in a forcing ex-
tension V [G], if there are no measurable cardinals in V ?
There are again innumerable variations of these questions to other
large cardinal concepts, and we take ourselves to have asked an entire
scheme of questions here. For the strong-cardinal analogue of Ques-
tion 14, we have the sketch of a proof that there can be a model with
no measurable cardinals, but with a strong cardinal in a forcing exten-
sion.
The second author proved in [Fri02] that if there are no inaccessible
cardinals in L[0♯], then there is an M ( L[0♯] in which GCH holds and
there is no cardinal κ which is κ-Mahlo. It is natural to ask whether
similar results hold for larger core models.
5. Appendix: background material
We have made use in this article of several general facts and some
other background material, whose proofs we include here for complete-
ness.
In the main argument, we used the following fact, due to Kunen, that
the forcing Add(κ, 1) to add a Cohen subset to an inaccessible cardinal
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κ can be factored as first adding a certain weakly homogeneous κ-Suslin
tree and then forcing with that tree.
Lemma 15 (Kunen [Kun78]). If κ is inaccessible, then there is a strate-
gically <κ-closed notion of forcing SS of size κ such that forcing with
SS adds a weakly homogeneous κ-Suslin tree T and the combined forc-
ing SS ∗ T˙ is forcing-equivalent to the forcing Add(κ, 1) to add a Cohen
subset of κ.
See also the detailed accounts in [CGHS15, GW11]. The key point
is that SS ∗ T˙ has a <κ-closed dense subset of size κ, and all such
(nontrivial) forcing is equivalent to Add(κ, 1).
A forcing notion Q is weakly homogeneous, if for any two conditions
p, q ∈ Q, there is an automorphism π of Q for which π(q) and p are
compatible. It follows that if ϕ is a statement in the forcing language
involving only check names xˇ, and some condition p forces ϕ, then
every condition forces ϕ, since otherwise some q forces ¬ϕ, but in this
case π(q) will also force ¬ϕ, which is impossible if it is compatible with
p. A weaker variant of this property is that Q is locally homogeneous,
if for any p, q ∈ Q, there are extensions p∗ ≤ p and q∗ ≤ q and an
isomorphism π of Q ↾ p∗ with Q ↾ q∗; it follows again in this case
that all conditions force the same assertions with only ground model
parameters.
Lemma 16 (Folklore). If Q is a locally homogeneous notion of forcing
and G ⊆ Q is V -generic, then HODV [G] ⊆ HOD(Q)V . In particular, if
Q is also ordinal definable in V , then HODV [G] ⊆ HODV .
The point is that if A ⊆ Ord is defined in V [G] by α ∈ A↔ ϕ(α, β),
then we can define A in the ground model as {α | 1  ϕ(αˇ, βˇ) }, since
all conditions must force the same assertions.
Several of our arguments use Easton’s lemma:
Lemma 17 ([Jec03, lemma 15.17]). Suppose that G×H is V -generic
for P×Q, where P is <κ-closed and Q is κ-c.c. Then P is <κ-distributive
in V [H ]. In other words, Ord<κ ∩V [G][H ] ⊆ V [H ].
In our main argument, we often have need to perform forcing that
ensures that a given set of ordinals becomes ordinal definable in the
forcing extension. The general idea goes back to McAloon [McA71],
who forced V = HOD by various types of coding forcing. One quite
commonly sees the forcing to code a given set into the GCH pattern on
a definable block of cardinals. This GCH-controlling forcing is highly
homogeneous and directed closed, and it is easy to see that the coding
is preserved by any forcing below the place where the coding took place,
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since small forcing cannot affect the continuum function up high. But
there are other coding methods, such as coding into the ♦∗κ pattern.
The second author and his student Andrew Brook-Taylor [BT07, BT09]
have emphasized the value of coding via the ♦∗κ pattern, in part because
this can be done while preserving the GCH, as well as various large
cardinals. The main fact is the following. Recall that 〈Dα | α < κ〉 is a
♦∗κ-sequence, where κ is an uncountable regular cardinal, if Dα consists
of at most |α| many subsets of α and for every A ⊆ κ there is a club
C ⊆ κ such that A ∩ α ∈ Dα for each α ∈ C.
Lemma 18. One may force so as to control ♦∗κ as desired on the suc-
cessor cardinals.
(1) [Dev79, BT09] If κ is any regular cardinal, then Add(κ, κ+)
forces ¬♦∗κ.
(2) [CFM01, BT09] For any infinite successor cardinal κ+, there is
a <κ+-closed forcing notion of size 2κ
+
, which forces ♦∗κ+.
Furthermore, the ♦∗ coding forcing in each case is locally homoge-
neous. The application of ♦∗ coding in this article requires that the
coding is preserved by small forcing, so let us also note that here.
Lemma 19. For any regular cardinal κ, the ♦∗κ hypothesis is invariant
by small forcing. Furthermore, ♦∗κ is preserved by any forcing of size
at most κ preserving the regularity of κ.
Proof. More specifically, what we claim is the following:
(1) For any small forcing extension V [G], meaning that G ⊆ P is
V -generic for some P of size less than κ in V , the principle ♦∗κ
holds in V if and only if it holds in V [G].
(2) If ♦∗κ holds in V and G ⊆ P is V -generic, where P has size at
most κ and κ is regular in V [G], then ♦∗κ continues to hold in
V [G].
For (1), suppose that 〈Dα | α < κ〉 is a ♦
∗
κ-sequence in V [G], where
G ⊆ P is V -generic and |P| < κ. Fix a name D˙ for the sequence, forced
by 1 via P to be a ♦∗κ-sequence, and corresponding names D˙α for each
Dα. In V , for any infinite ordinal α above |P|, let Bα consist simply of
all those subsets X ⊆ α for which there is some condition p ∈ P forcing
Xˇ ∈ D˙α. Since P is small, it follows that Bα has size at most |α|,
since any given condition can force at most |α| many sets into D˙α. If
X ⊆ κ is any subset of κ in V , then there is a club C ⊆ κ in V [G] such
that X ∩ α ∈ Dα for all α ∈ C. Since these facts are forced by some
condition, it follows that X ∩ α ∈ Bα as well, and since the forcing is
small, the club C must contain a club in the ground model V , and so
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〈Bα | α < κ〉 witnesses ♦
∗
κ in V , establishing the converse implication
of statement (1).
The forward implication of (1) is generalized by statement (2), which
we now prove. Suppose that 〈Bα | α < κ〉 is a ♦
∗
κ-sequence in V and
G ⊆ P is V -generic for forcing P of size at most κ that preserves the
regularity of κ. We may assume that P ⊆ κ. In the forcing extension
V [G], let Dα be the set of all subsets X ⊆ α in V [G] for which there is a
nice P∩α-name X˙ such that X˙G = X and X˙ is coded by an element of
Bα (we use nice names simply to make the coding more transparent).
If X ⊆ κ is in V [G], then it has a nice P-name X˙, which is coded by
a subset X0 ⊆ κ in V , and X0 ∩ α ∈ Dα on a club of α < κ. Since
also X0 ∩ α codes a nice P ∩ α-name X˙α for subset of α, on a club of
α, and furthermore (X˙α)G = X ∩ α for a club of α, we have a club of
α in V [G] for which X ∩ α ∈ Dα, thereby witnessing ♦
∗
κ in V [G]. 
The following lemma is used in the proof of Theorem 8.
Lemma 20. There is a class forcing notion P such that if F ⊆ P is
V -generic, then
(1) V and V [F ] have exactly the same measurable cardinals.
(2) The GCH holds in V [F ] at every inaccessible cardinal.
(3) Every set of ordinals in V [F ] arises as the GCH or ♦∗ pattern
(as desired) on a block of cardinals of the form δ+++ for δ = iδ.
(4) Every measurable cardinal κ in V [F ] is indestructible by the
forcing Add(κ, 1).
By using ♦∗ coding and no GCH coding, one can ensure GCH in V [F ].
The proof of the lemma is extremely flexible, and one can use differ-
ent coding points.
Proof. Let P be the Easton-support proper-class forcing iteration that
forces the GCH at all infinite cardinals (including adding a Cohen sub-
set at inaccessible cardinal stages), except that at stage η = δ+++ where
δ = iδ, the forcing uses the lottery sum of the forcing Add(η
+, 1),
which forces the GCH at η, with the forcing Add(η, η++), which forces
a violation of the GCH at η. Suppose that F ⊆ P is V -generic, and
consider the extension V [F ]. The standard arguments show that ev-
ery measurable cardinal κ of V is preserved to V [F ], and furthermore
becomes indestructible by Add(κ, 1) (and this is why we add a Cohen
set at inaccessible stages). The main results of [Ham03] show that the
forcing creates no new measurable cardinals, since the iteration admits
a closure point below the first inaccessible cardinal. The forcing en-
sures the GCH at all cardinals except those coding points, and a simple
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density argument shows that every set of ordinals in the extension is
coded into the GCH pattern at those coding points. So the extension
exhibits all the desired features. By using ♦∗ coding instead of GCH
coding, an essentially similar argument also achieves GCH in V [F ]. 
A cardinal κ is (Σ2, 0)-extendible if Vκ ≺Σ2 Vθ for some ordinal θ
(see [BHTU]).
Observation 21 ([AF14, Theorem 4]). If κ is a Laver indestruc-
tible supercompact cardinal, then Vκ ⊆ HOD. In particular, in this
case there are many measurable and partially supercompact cardinals
in HOD. More specifically, if κ is Laver indestructibly Σ2-reflecting, or
even merely indestructibly (Σ2, 0)-extendible, then Vκ ⊆ HOD.
Proof. Suppose that κ is Laver indestructibly (Σ2, 0)-extendible. Let
Q be <κ-closed forcing that forces to code every set of ordinals in Vκ
into the GCH pattern at the next κ many regular cardinals above κ.
This can be done with <κ-directed closed forcing, and so κ remains
(Σ2, 0)-extendible in the corresponding forcing extension V [G], and so
there is an ordinal θ > κ such that Vκ ≺Σ2 V
V [G]
θ . Note that θ must be
large enough that all the coding performed by G is available in V
V [G]
θ .
Thus, any set x ∈ Vκ is coded into the GCH pattern of V
V [G]
θ , and since
this is a Σ2 expressible property, it follows that x is already coded into
the GCH pattern in Vκ. Thus, x is ordinal definable in V , and so
Vκ ⊆ HOD, as desired. 
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